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People use a lot of words when they ………. with each other.

1) write 2) visit 3) communicate 4) call

with

die

death

ex: He died 10 years ago. After his death

his family put his dead body in a grave.

syn:existing
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media - escape - afraid - mention - certainly

1) Going to English class can .......... improve your speaking.
2) Our teacher didn't .......... the exact time of the exam.
3) I'm .......... the students don't make much progress.
4) One of the animals could .......... from the Zoo.

-1

-2

-3

-4
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get

ex:He got angry.

become look, seem, grow , …

syn: prepared

ANT: below 
to with familiar

ex: The name of the café was not familiar to me
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keep

ex: She put a piece of cloth on the plant to keep the rain

quiet

quit

syn:nearby

ANT:far
syn: based on

b a f

e d

To increase the quality of our work, all the members must give us a report on their daily tasks..... .

1) dishonestly 2) fortunately 3) physically 4) frequently

1

1
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s work

ing for

syn: in fact

syn:cool

syn: native language

………. I have no idea where I would like to vacation this summer.

1) I am honest 2) Be honest 3) To be honest 4) Honest I am

elementary school

secondary school

high school

2

2

1

1

learn
teach

taught teach

you’re welcome
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ex: Our teacher speaks three languages

ing "enjoy"

Shiva’s mother is not ………. in English and cannot 
use technology, so Shiva is responsible for getting all of 
the children logged into their online classrooms before 
starting her work.

1) sociable 2) careful
3) ordinary 4) fluent

You’ve gained some valuable ………. of how things can get out of control so quickly and next time 
you would observe everything very carefully.

1) experience 2) broadcasting 3) continent 4) society

gain

21

Hmm...
May we May I 2

1
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area region

zone district

of Iran " " of
"on"

ex: We live on Earth.
"native"

ex: native people: 
"range"

range from something to something.

 "est" 
.

the largest :

International donors are trying to improve living conditions of the poorer ……… of the continent. 

1) institutes 2) regions 3) cultures 4) thoughts 

There are seven ……… in the world such as Europe, Asia and Africa.

1) continents 2) percents 3) opinions 4) points

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4
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 "most"

The most popular

"populated" "popular"

. " " by
ex: I will do the project by next month.

 "
"

decade:        century:

season:            year:

month:

mean
ex: sad means unhappy

People are so used to electric light, radio, televisions, and telephones that it is hard to ………. 
what life would be like without them.

1) save 2) remind 3) compare 4) imagine

1) Can you ……… life without water?

2) Coffee is probably the most ………. drink in the world. 

3) The electricity they produce doesn't ……… the towns in this region.

4) They built the mosque in the 13th ………

1- imagine          2- popular          3- meet the needs of          4- century1

1

2

2

4

3

4

3
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"who"

"different"
"from"

"in" "vary"

ex: These apples vary in size
from small to medium

"ing" "despite"

ex: Despite being tired I
went to work

ex: Despite the bad weath-
er we went camping

"each other" "together"
ex: My brother and I go to gym together

They love each other

Test scores ……… form school to school.

1) make up 2) vary 3) imagine 4) exist

Most people don't have the ………. to work under pressure. 

1) ability 2) fluency 3) honesty 4) society

Match the definitions with the correct words.

1) despite a) to be different from each other
2) vary b) to form a thing, amount or number
3) make up c) without taking any notice
4) region d) area

1- c 2- a 3- b 4- d

social

be
able to

. can

 !

make up"
"your mind

1

2

3

4
"whether" "weather"
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each other

together

another

other

others

I've offered to give my car in ………. for an apartment 

1) belief 2) knowledge 3) with 4) exchange

Now that we live in different cities, we ……… by e-mail. 

1) experience 2) notice 3) communicate 4) measure

syn: ideas syn: emotions

syn: by means of

1

1

another

ex: another country
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syn: unlikelysyn: so-thus

syn: special

grow

it s its
it is

.  " "  “such”   
ex: such languages: 

.  “a”    
ex: such a person: 

knowledge/ nearly/ therefore/ specific/ through
1) I didn't study at all, ………I failed the exam.
2) This book is suitable for a ………. group of people.
3) our teacher has a lot of ……… in science.
4) ……….half of students passed the exam.

1- therefore 2- 3- knowledge 4- nearly

1

1

2

2

syn: about
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comprehension

comprehend

comprehensible

comprehensive

My friend has a …………… knowledge of biology.

1) comprehensible 2) comprehension
3) comprehend 4) comprehensive

I can't fully …………… what he is talking about.

1) match 2) comprehend
3) exchange 4) vary

1

1

2

2

2
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1) additional 2) appropriate
3) like 4) alike
5) attractive 6) vary

 1- extra 2- suitable
3- enjoy 4- similar
5- interesting 6- range

greatly

about

make up

imagine

syn: alike

Ant: Slow

syn: for instance

.  “seek”  “sought”


